The Core Work Manager App has freed up hours of work for our care coordinators. Our Senior VP told me that in terms of just scheduling rounds, about $150,000 worth of work was freed up because of Cores."

CARLOS VILLAVICENCIO, MD, MS/MI, CLINICAL ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR
SEATTLE CHILDREN’S HOSPITAL

CORE WORK MANAGER APP

Worklist Module
- Shared patient worklists optimized for each service-line or team
- Link bi-directionally with Cerner patient lists, and apply advanced filtering and flexing logic
- Includes demographics, team information, clinical data, quality metrics, process information, handoff/sign-out notes, to-do’s, & more
- Customize for each service & user

Profile Module
- Specialty-specific patient summaries on your PC & phone
- Information specific to each specialty’s interests & preferred layout/display
- Review results, document and update task list from a single page in Cerner (Desktop version)

CORE NOTIFY APP

- Set provider-unique smart phone notification thresholds for specific results
- Tag results and orders for notification during rounds or documentation from Dynamic Doc

CORE MESSAGING APP

- Downloadable HIPAA-compliant messaging app for iOS & Android
- Send photos, videos & text
- Role-based messaging, i.e., Ortho Red Attending, with “thread handoff capability” to the new provider
- Group-based messaging, i.e., Code Blue Group, & the ability to tag conversation messages for follow-up in the worklist during signout, rounding or documentation
Core Clinical Workflows
Workflow-enhanced Communication & Collaboration

MOBILE & EHR FUSION

**Mobile Workflows:** Replaces the need for paper

**Smart & Easy:** Speak, swipe or click to automatically add tasks

**Personalized:** Choose what you do or don’t want to see

**EHR-to-Phone Accuracy:** Contact the right person the first time

The Core Workflow Suite of Apps

**CORE CLINICAL WORKFLOWS**
Workflow-enhanced Communication & Collaboration
- Core Work Manager App
- Core Notify App
- Core Messaging App

**CORE DISEASE WORKFLOWS**
Workflow-enhanced Decision Support
- Core Diabetes App
- Coming Soon: Anticoagulation & Cardiac Care Management

**IT-FRIENDLY PLATFORM**
Minimal Training, Immediate Benefits
- EHR-embedded, No Interfaces
- Enhanced by Machine-learning, AI, Voice
- Seamless Mobile-to-Desktop

“**We use Core Workflow Manager, literally, with every action of our day. It’s how we know where our patients are, what level of care they need, what teams are following them and when to write their discharge summaries. It decreases the risk of miscommunication and just saves so much time. I couldn’t do my job without it.”**

ASPEN LARIVIERE, ARNP, ACUTE CARE NURSE PRACTITIONER, UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON MEDICINE

The Core Workflow Suite. Proven in Use at 120+ Cerner Hospitals.